Cross-Border Family Mediation Training (CBFM)
At Osaka University, Japan
January 2024 from Friday, 26th to Sunday, 28th

Date & Time: 26/01/2024 – 28/01/2024 (3 days)
9.00 am – 6 pm (26th and 27th)
9.00 am – 3 pm (28th)

Place: Osaka University, Toyonaka Campus
https://www.osaka-u.ac.jp/en/access/top

Fee: 40,000 Yen for all three days
* The fee must be paid before December 22nd, 2023.

Registration: Osaka University MIFA Project
E-Mail: mediation-office@law.osaka-u.ac.jp
TEL: +81-6-6850-6603 FAX: +81-6-6850-5146
Website: http://www.law.osaka-u.ac.jp/mifa/english.html

Content
This advanced training for international family mediators will be conducted in English and will consist of presentations, discussions, and practical exercises. The following topics will be covered:

- MiKK’s 4B model
- Framework and specifics of mediating Hague Convention cases
- The changing face of families in a globalized world
- National family law in international family disputes
- 1980 and 1996 Hague Conventions
- Brussels II bis Regulation
- Guidelines for preparing co-mediation
- Dealing with highly emotional cases
- Role-Plays based on real cases

Instructors
Christoph C. Paul
Lawyer and Notary (rtd). Founder and Patron of MiKK. Mediator in the field of Family, Succession and Inheritance. Paul & Partner, Berlin. www.paul-partner.eu

Christian von Baumbach

Dr. Eva Schwittek (online)